
Assembling Instructions
For 20x40 foot Tent (6x12m)

1. Before install your tent please prepare gloves to Avoid the anti-rust oil on the tubes surface.
2. Recommended to have 6-8 people to assemble tent to avoid damage
3. Now completely unpack tent from all boxes and inspect all pieces compare to above parts list

Step 1 Assembly of roof structure

- Use tube #2 and #3, connector A and B to set up the roof structure
- Need to make sure that the hole in the longer end of the connector is pointed downward for connection to the foot pole
- #3 poles are shrinkable on one end, the shrinkable end should connect with connector A or B, and one side of #2 pole

should slide into the #3 pole, and the other side of #2 pole connect with connector A or B.

Step 2 Cover the canopy

- unfold canopy and put over roof frame structure
- use nylon cable ties “D” to connect canopy and frame on front and back, when the tent stand up, both roof sides are too

high to reach

#1 1870mm foot pole 14pcs B 4-connector 15pcs

#2 1870mm roof pole 32pcs C Earth pin 36pcs

#3 1325mm roof pole 14pcs D Nylon
cable ties

240pcs

A 3-connector 6pcs E Rope 8m 4pcs



Step 3 Set up the tent

- with a person at each pole connector on one side of the roof structure, lift the roof structure and insert #1 pole into the
pole connector, allow structure to be supported by the foot poles. Move to the opposite side of the roof structure to
install other foot poles.

- To secure the roof cover with nylon cable ties “D”
- To secure the tent with earth pins “C” in each foot poles and ropes in 4 corners of the tent

Step 4 Install sidewalls as needed


